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Sunday Dance to Mark Branch
Pond Opening
.
..
.M

Bombers to Meet
Dover-Foxcroft
Sgt. Dave Simpson
The Dow Field Bombers, who last
Sunday had the misfortune of tangling with the Belfast Coast Guard
nine at Brewer Field, ·will attempt
to salvage a win when they meet
Dover-Foxcroft next Sunday in
Brewer at 3 p. m.
Pumelling fifteen hits off the
slants of Vic Branca and Mike Sherneski, the Belfast team leveled the
Bombers W.-6. After a two--week
layoff the Bombers couldn't get
started. They added seven miscues
to Belfast's fifteen hits; and four
times, just as it looked as if they
might come through with a rally, a
double play ball bounced into the
hands of Greer or Smith.
Belfast pushed over a run in ~he
first, but Dow took the lead in the
bottom of the inning when Tobaben
led off with a double down the left
field line. Toby was out at the
plate when Dick Seay grounded to
short, following Jay Williams' walk.
Seay and Doc Ankrum came in on a
balk and a wild pitch. The Bombers
added another in the second to make
it 3-1 to hold the lead for the last
time.
Branca was picked off second to
retire the side in the second, and
sliding back to the bag he collided
with Greer and was badly stunned.
He couldn't get the Belfast men out
of there in the third as they started
to tee off. Four runs came across
before the last man went down.
Mike Cherneski took over in the
fourth, but couldn't stem the tide.
The Coast Guard boys added one
in the fourth, four in the sixth, two
in the seventh and one in the eighth.
The Bombers gathered only three
hits from the offerings of Surmacz
between the second and the eighth,
when they produced their last two
tallies.
The score by innings:
Inning
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
R.H.E.
B. C. G.
1 O 4 1 0 4 2 1 0-13-1.5-3
Dow ..... 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0- 5- 9-7
TI1ree-basc hits: Tobaben, Smith, Greer.
Two-base hits: Tobabcn, Adams, Greer,
Murley, Surmncz. Strikeouts: Branca 3,
Chcmeski 2, Surmacz 1. Base on balls:
Branca 2, Chcmcski 0, Surmncz 3 . Losing pitcher: Branca.

'C' Picnic To Include
Orchestra and Beer
, 'at Diamond's orchestra, Lobster,
Hoast Chicken and Beer are the special attr, ctions schedukd for the
Sq11,1dron "C" picnic, to he held on
tht• shorl's of Pushaw Pond, Sunday,
1 Jnly. The picnic group, lo include
mcml)('rs of S<11iadron"C" ,md their
wiv<s, girl friends ,md families, will
l< av1• from 1t1 front of tlw orderly
romn ,1t 1:00 l' T. "C" personnel
arc• rC'qncsted to w,1teh tl1 • orderly
room bull tin hn;ml for further details n g.trding transportation.
P11sh,1v. Pond, ~c< JH' of th< picnic,
is loC'atC'd ahout 12 miles due north
of Dow Field .111d 11< rthwest of
Orono. Tli<' picmc ground. include a
pa\ilion for 11 c hy the orchcstr:\ or
hy th
pirnicker if the weather
hm1hl become indemt·nt.
The commitlt<', in addition to providing pl1•11ty to e it for th "C" personn ·l, ha plans for comp titi\e
ram s .m<l se\ era! surprising events .

NCO Club Sponsors 1st Social
At New GI Summer Resort
Camp Jordan, GI summer resort on Branch Pond, will be officially opened Sunday night, 1 July, with a big dance sponsored
by the NCO Club. The dance, to which all military personnel
and their guests are invited, will feature Nat Diamond and his
•Orchestra, playing from 8 p. m. to
11 :30 in the Camp Pavilion. Refreshments, including beer, will be on sale,
through the courtesy of the Xon-Com's
Club, "vhose Board of Governors and
Working Personnel are making aU arrangements and doing the preliminary
work for the gala opening.
Eighty-seven million passenger miles
Transportation will be furnished for
have been flown in the 8th Air Force all military personnel and their guests
redeployment program by the North both for the dance and for recreation
Atlantic Division of the ATC, with no during the day. Personnel are requestfatalities or serious injuries to date. ed to watch the daily bulletin for exact
Well over 25,000 8th Air Force com- leaving times on Branch Pond busses.
bat and ground crew men, Hying their
Camp Open Daily
war-weary Liberators and Fortresses
Following the official opening on
from the United Kingdom over the Sunday, transportation will be furNorth Atlantic Route, have returned nished through Special Service, on a
safely to the states, and another 6000 regular daily schedule for military
are somewhere along the route, wait- personnel, both officers and enlisted
ing for better weather.
men, and their guests. For example,
To date, 1521 tactical bombers have a man may bring his wife and kids,
redeployed through the North Atlan- his girl friend, or his parents out with
tic Division, with another 300 bomb- him. Facilities for swimming, boating,
ers in Labrador, Greenland and Ice- fis·hing, and all types of out-door
land, waiting to Hy into or over Maine giames are available. The lake is large
to the Connecticut Base where the re- - about 5 miles long, and a couple af
turnees will get their furloughs.
miles across. With a shoreline varying
Of the total number of bombers re- from hill-sized rocks to smooth sand
deployed to date, Dow Field has beaches, it has alm~ everything dehandled close to 20%, or nearly 5000 sirable in the way of recreational p~
combat crewmen. Figures are not sibilities.
available for the other continental
PX to Serve Meals
bases of the North Atlantic Division.
As soon as possible, a small PX,
In the 672 hours since the 8th Air serving hot meals and selling camping
Force redeployment began, a tactical necessities, will be opened. According
bomber has been flown back every 25 ro Major !Wiand Murray, Resident
minutes across the Atlantic. A man Officer in Charge of the project it will
has been flown across every one and be a short while before this is comthree-quarters minutes, in addition to pletely under way.
the tremendous Hood of cargo and
There is still work to be done bepersonnel planes now Hying the At- fore the camp i~ completely livable.
lantic on regular schedules.
VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED TO
Altogether, 87,200,000 passenger OOME OUT AND HELP SPECIAT,
miles have been flown in this opera- SERVICE PERSONNEL COMPLETtion in the month since 8th Air Force ING REPAIRS AT THE POND. Heh
redeployment began. Only two planes is earnestly requested. As soon as th';!
failed to complete the trip, and none necessary work is completed the
of the men on these planes sustained camp will be going full swing.
anything more than minor injuries.
Bangor civic groups have been acIn addition to the redeployment of tive in the speeding up of the opentactical planes, the North Atlantic ing date, and many Gis have already
Division is also carrying on a huge volunteered some of their off tlme for
redeployment program by C-54 Sky- getting the camp ready.
master Cargo planes, which will
e\•entually result in a flood of 30,000
men per month being redeployed over
the Xorth Atlantic Route to the
United States.

No Serious Injury
in 8th Reployment
A SANDY BEACH and plenty of sunshine make Camp Jordan an attractive place· to while away those extra hours. The swimming is good;
and the fishing and boating are excellent. Most important of all, your
family and girl friends can come along, too. Transportation both ways
is on the house.

Joes, Janes to Jive Tonite
At Dow's First All GI Dance
Tonight's regu1'ar Special Services dance will be something
different! Sponsored by the Wacs, it will be the first all-GI
dance to be given by Special Services at Dow Field.
So, brother, cancel any other plans you might have for this
evening, because if it's entertain-•
ment you're 1?oking for, it'll an be
concentrated m Bldg. T-6 between
the hours of 8:00-11:30 1?· m. Free
Beer and tasty sandwiches and
snacks will be served to bolster your
A six-act comedy, singing and dancenergies and your party spirits, and ing show entitled "Monkey-Shines,"
the program will be one of lively will be presented in Building T-6
variety.
on 4 July by USO-Camp Shows. FeaIn addition to such features as turing five multi-purpose groups and a
variety dance numbers, "ice break- singer, the show promises plenty in
ers," ·b lues singers and a "gypsy the wa~ of variety, with 15 people infortune teller," Nat Diamond and his eluded m the cast.
Aces will weave their scintillating
One duo specializes in comedy
syncopations throughout the pro- dancing; the second does a singing
gram pattern.
and talking act; "The Three Swifts"
A rollicking good time is going to are jugglers, and the "Three Kelly
be had by all who attend-so bring Sisters" sing the latest songs. As wihh
your khaki-clad friends and don't most USO shows, a dance line is inmiss out on a sure thing!
eluded, and the director also doubles
on the piano.

USO Show Plays Here
On Independence Day

Blinn Blows Bugle
Morning and Night
lJl'rbie Blinn, that boogie-woogie
bugle boy from Company (pardon)
Sc1uadron A, was called to the rescue
last week when headquarters broke
th(' only existing n•eording of their
favorite tun('. D.1shi11g down to Station \\'LBZ. Ill'rhie made the required
wa.·ing, unadornccl by th<' Blinn jive
trade mark. 0/ow, 1lerbie, in absentia,
chafes under the phonograph needle
morning and night. \\'hen asked how
he w.ts ahh• to refrain from adding a
few hot licks at the \VLBZ wax works,
lfnhie n·plied:
"I took along a lemon for company, a.ld kept it handy."

Library Closed Sunday
D uring July and August
The Base Library, formerly opened
on Sunday afternoons, will be closed
all day Sunday during July and August, due to the lack of business at that
time. The winter librarv schedule will
be resumtd in the fall.'

Nationwide Program
Offers Cash for Jokes

"GI Laffs," a new Columb;a
Broadcasting System program beginning tomorrow night O\ er a nationwide hooln1p, is offering $25 and
a $100 war bond for each joke or
sketch sent in by Gis and used on
its program. Members of the armed
forc:es, both men and women, are
eligible to compete for the prizes.
The program, featuring favorite
singing pin-up girls, has William
Gargan as MC, and is made up of
Friends Welcome Leavitt,
jokes and sketches sent in by memHome on Emergency Leave
bers of the armed forces. TomorFril'nds of Bud Leavitt, who rcrow's program 'hill be broadcast
Cl'nlly return(•d tv Bangor on an emcro,·er CBS at 8:30 P. M.. , and sucg<'ncy leave, E'xpressed surprise and
essive shows will appear each
pleasure at seeing him so soon, and
Wednesday evening at 10:.30.
voiced tlw hope that his wife may be
,,
.
,
Personnel wishing to subIDit their
l'ntirely W!'ll again b<'fore long. Bud, CASTINE CROWD POSES for Pfc.-\\ ac and Gls who took the trip to favorite 1·oke for use on th
.
· or der t o "K
· ·'
"1ame,
· " pause m
· front of the photog- should address:
e program
Cas t m?
in charg<' vf Civilian Pl'rsonnel at Dow
m
. now Tl1e1r
Fi1·ld 11n~il n·c<•ntly, took up an as~apher s shop fo~ a picture. Left to righ~, we ~onestly don't know who
GI LAFFS Program, c. B. s.,
signnient in the Azores last month.
is who, but you ve probably got some friends m the group.
Hollywood, California.

I
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Bond Drive Goes Into Last Lap 20.0 ~A~ Cadets
With 79.6% Batting Average Will frainatDow
. The Civilian Personnel end of t'he 7th War Loan drive goes
mt~ the last lap this week, with 79.6% of the $90,000 quota
a.ch1eved. On~y one Division is actually over the top~Emlbarka
hon-Debarkat10n has 114.4% of its $377 quota. The Post Exchange, with a $4,775 quota, has• - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $4,739.48, or 00.3% of quota. The
Ho;_pita_!, with a $.3,800 quota, has
S3,129 ..'.>'5, or 97.4% of quota. Finance has 95.53, Purchasing and
WO
Contracting has 91.7%, and many
others are in a high bracket. Here
The military will cut its purchase
are the complete figures to date:
of meat sharply during the next two

Army Meat SUppJY ( Ut

f or Next T

%

Division
Coll.
Quota $to Go
PX ..... ....... $ 4,739.48 99.3 $
36
:Base :.faint. .. 15,182.74 66.2
7,748
Cr. Safety ......
126.25 58.7
89
Finance
253.15 95.5
12
Signal ....
482.52 74.8
163
Q~l
2,022.00 55.0
1,658
Transp.
278. 79 53.6
242
Emb.-Deb. .
377.56 114.4
Over
Civ. Personnel
1,304.81 60.7
846
Motor Pool ..
3,230.56 60.0
2,155
Ordnance
. 2,128.79 47.3
2,322
Prov. ~far. ...... 1,726.38 56.3
1,334
Aire. 11.!aint. . 16,497 .88 60.0
11,033
A. C. Supply
3,954.0.5 47.2
4,426
B. and F. .... .
190.02 46.3
220
P. and T.
168.81 36.3
297
Radio ~faint.
1,078.18 68.6
492
Base HQ
.
1,024.09 66.3
646
Pm. & Cont.
385.04 91.7
35
From Raffle
on Open H'se 2,816.00
('Ibese totals do not include payroll deductions for tbe coming payroll.)

Months

months, leaving more available for
home front channels, according to the
Associated Press.
Federally-inspected packing houses.
which provide the government's needs,
were ordered to reduce the- amount
set aside for the Armed Forces and
other federal requirements.
The reduction in the Armed Forces'
meat demand comes at a time when
marketing of meat animals is usually
at its lowest level. \Vhen more cattle
and hogs go to market in the Fall, the
military will resume heavier buying.

Cali ope
Mourkas,
Hi-year-old
Beef Supply Cut
Bangor girl, whose father is proprieUnder an order signed recently by
tor of the .l\'ew Atlantic Restaurant,
Military personnel have exceeded \Var Food Administrator Marvin won the grand prize of a $1,000
their quota by a considerable sum, so Jones, the proportion of beef which bond at the Open House Raffle held
now it is up to the civilians to do federally-inspected slaughterers are last Thursday afternoon. Of the 18
their part. Amounts needed to meet required to set aside for the govern- winners, 11 were Dow Field personthe quota for each Division are ment was reduced for July and Aug- nel. Three of the 11 were Gls.
ust.
shown above.
The complete list of winners follows:
S 1,000 Grand Prize
The new set-aside will be:
Cally Mourkas, New Atlantic Restaurant.
Choice, good and commercial grades
$500 Bond Winners
E. Lounsbury, Aircraft f\.laintennnce.
of beef, 30 instead of present 50 per
Viva E. Cummings, Air Supply.
cent.
Kenneth H. Doble, Aircraft Maint.
$100 Bond Winners
Canner and cutter grades-65 inNathan E. Leeman, 73 State St., Brewer,
Hospital.
stead of the present 75 per cent.
L. F. Peterson, 20.5 Birch St., Bangor.
Meanwhile civilians in the eastern
Cpl. Skinner, Radio Mainknance.
M;ixint'
Jelli<on, 20 Allt'n St., Bangor.
section of the Nation will get more
Sam Harvey, Post Exchange.
poultry. Instead of taking the full
Hichard G. Baker, 29 Palm St., Ba11gor.
Janie<• Donlin, 281 Forest Ave., Bangor,
production of an area which includes
Ordnance.
parts of Delaware, New Jersey, MaryMiss Norma Mar,h, Coe Building, Banland, Virginia and West Virginia, the ~r.
Junior
Burleigh, Phillips Lilke, .Mai»e.
Army, after July 1, will allow 30 per
l'etcr Bernard, Radio :Maintenance.
cent of the poultry to go to civilians
$50 Bond Winaeu
S /Sgt. John Shough; Aircraft Maint.
and hospitals.
0. E. Stevenson, 345 Ohio St., Bangor.

Famous Order

"POP" GOl.i"LDING, who wiih
"Scoop'' l\Iikelk, was active in
the soci111 life at Garnler, Newfoundland. ''Pop" was Supreme
Kni~ht
of ,the Order of the
Pseudomous Salinaria. The order was presented to Sgt. Stanley )Iikelk at Gander, when he
\"ras made a salted member in
recognition of his outstancling
oral gym.nasties on the subject.

Not All Meat to GCs
Not all the meat and other foods
bought by the Army goes to GI Joe
and his officers.
Latest official information states;
that 1.6 per cent of total Army purchases of all foods is used to supply
civilian employees of the Army fn thi5
country-particularly employees at
military posts and bases~.md an
identical percentage is used t<' feed
civilian employees abroad.
About 18 per cent is used for :relief
of hungry civilians in zones of Army
occupation and zones of military operation. Areas in which the Arm) Ii.as

S11:t. M. H. Goulding. Intcllig1•ncc aJJ.d
5':L'\Ltity.
George LcBreton, Aircraft Maint.ewmce.

been carrying on relief feeding include
the Pfiilippine Islands, other South
Pacific Islands, and certain ana.s of
liberatt!!d Europe.
Army fo. Take I5%
are e:qre:cted
to take aibout 1.5 per cent of the country's 19..f5 food output. Civiliu:ns are
expected to get betwccm 70 and 75
per cent, with trJ£ rcmai'ndcr going to·
l~nd-lcasc countries, commercill exports, ancI foreign relief :i:gcncie~ othc-T
trian the !i.rmy.
~1ili.ta:ry re(1trirement~

l 35th Tops League

With 2 Softball Wins

With three games marking the
week's softball activity, the 135th
AACs team emerged as leader in the
eight-team league, though it has won
only two games, its total played to
date. Two other teams, meanwhile,
Squadrons "E" and "B'', remained
idle with a per cent of 1.000, while
the Medics and the 8th Weather ten
each won and lost a game. The
OIHcers failed to come through in their
game, dropping their percentage to
.500, one win and one loss.
PESF/if 6~.flf6~
Everything But . . .
Throwing in every man they could
"And in addition to the Air
flnd to stem the tide of Medic hits
Medal-here's half-a-buck for
the Officers even, it is said, requested
a haircut!"
the services of an 80-year-old man
passing by, but failed to stop Squadron "F" batsmen, who pounded out a
6 to 3 victory on 12 hits. Lt. Blau,
pitching for the losers in the second
inning, gave up four runs, enough to
decide the game. McFarland pitched
NEW YORK (CNS )-Boyish Sgt. 7 hit ball for the winners.
Bill :\.fauldin, creator of Willie and
8th Bats Around
Joe, flgures in his "Up Front" cartoon
Eigh~h Weather, in its tilt with the
in Stars and Stripes, plans to bring :\.fcFarland men, tallied four mns in
his grimy heroes back to the States the first inning, one in the second and
and civilian life. So he told reporters batted aronnd in the third for nine
who met him on his arrival here from runs. Vvardwcll, feeding "F" batters,
Europe.
yielded 13 runs, just one under the
"I think it wise," the 23-ycar-old required total for a tie. The game,
Pulitzer Prize winner said, "to follow lopsided in the third inning by a difthem through and see what happens ference of 11 runs, became more into them. They experienced induction, tcrcsting as the game went on, with
training, and a long period of war tho Medics scori.ng 1 in the fourth, 6
.
I
"
in the fifth and 3 in the sixth. Wardan d now they arc commg 10mc.
II h Id I
·
h
I
d
Time n1.1gazinc c1uotcd him further we
c
t H'm Ill t e sevent l, an
.
t
saved
a
game
he
should
have
had
in
on ti IC SUb )CC : tl b
"TI1cy (Joe and , IC ag.
·
W .ii 1 i e ) don't
Lance Spears One
.
need pity because
S.gt. Lance of IS.5th speared himself
d 't
.t a victory at the exp nsc of the plucky
1
t:ve n~:n. T}1 e~ 18th, who ~ell behind in the third and
-m
I
Wardwell
1ice I never qmfe recovered.
hc:sscsp wfio wf~l a~lowed only 8 runs in this game, but
give rhcm a Httle his "?1alcs h~d no such . waikaway as
time to adju. t they d had m the Medic game, and
their minds and lost, 8 to 4 · .
tl ·· l'.i d
d
Team s!-andmgs as of Sunday, 24
icir an s, an
June:
womt·n who are
T
Won
Lo<t
Percent
faithful to them, and friends and fam- J 35tl:°AAC:S
2
0
I .000
0
1.000
ilies who stay by tli<•m until they am Sqnadron B ··
1
,,
Sq11adron E .
l
0
J.000
fh c same gnys wI10 l <' [ l years ago.
Oflic<'rs
..
1
..50(}
1
2
.333
WiTiie and Joe have been slicked up 8th W<"ath~·r
I
.
..
Squadron I•
I
2
.333
an cl ,. .h ave cI . Their pomr totaTs have Squadron c
O
1
.000
l
.000
not T1cen n.~ealcd but :\fauldin him- S<t•~1Clron A
'." .
0
.h
'
Gnm~s •chedufrd for rt1e coming week
se If crs I3I. \Vhcn he was decorated Pollow:·
rccentfy witfi tlw Legion of Merit, he
)':'<'dnrsday. 27 Jnnc· .Sq. A vs. B.
- t•1mat ecI tn
· Gen. .Josep1·1 T . .vie
u
Nar1 hurs<lay, 28 Jun<·· -$th ·weather vs. Sq.
m
E.
ncy that fie wonlcl apply for a disFriday, 29 Jurt<·-Sq. F vs. Sq. C.
. f . b
. fonclay, 2 Jnly-l 3i>ch vs. Sq. B.
efiarge. TTow t hl' Army w1 11 L-e1 a out
ruescl:.y, 3 Jul
Offic~,. v~- Sq. A.
that remains to be seen.
WcdnC"sday, 4 July-OPEN DATE.

Two hundred Maine CAP cadets
will come to Dow Field sometime next
month for a two weeks training encampment, it was disclosed by the
Civilian Air Patrol Headquarters recently. The press release stated:
"Living the existence of Gls, the
cadets will receive 12 days of
highly interesting Army training on
one of the most active Air Transport Command bases in the country."
Dances are being held in several
Maine cities for the purpose of defraying the cadet's expenses.
Meanwhile, local Gis are speculating on the possibilities of any of the
trainees pulling KP or doing guard
duty. One veteran declared:
"It wouldn't be Army life without time spent on one or both of
these specialist courses. They can
trade with me any time."

16-Year-Old Bangor Girl
Wins $1,000 Bond Prize

*

~~

Mault in" Plans Release
For ( artoon Figures

I

If the Army declines to release the
young arfi'st, and sends him to the
Pacific to· reeord the war against the
Japs, another question arises: Wil1 he
have the same freedom in portrnyih>(
the bittcrne~> and mi c•ry (,r· war and
Army hfc a~ lie had in Eurnpe?

Organizatioual Planning Conference

1000 Superforts to Be
Thrown at Japan Daily
"\\ HI 'CTO ' - The House
appropriations committee approved
a $38,300,28.'5,9~1 supply bill for
the War Department recently to help
the \rmy carry out its plans to de\'ast,1te .Ta pan "at the earliest possilJl <l te."
' ' ith an {"1.-pre;.sion of hope that
the ppropri,1tion for the 1946 fiscal
vear may be the last "big money"
;.ne,1sure 0£ the war, and a note of
c; n1tion ag.1inst O\eroptimism, the
c mmittee made public testimony of
nny leaders disclosing plans to • ·oRTH ATLA. 'TIC DI\'ISION Organizational Planners confer at Do\\ Field. 19th, 20th and 21st June were
s nd y,avc, of 1,000 Superbombers
big days for these officers, who came from all over the Division to spend three days in conference ahout the
(B-29s) daily over Japan by the end
organizational problems of their various bases. Front row (left to right) arc Capt. Ceor •c E. Hodsdon,
of this summer and o hurl 166,000
Presque Isle; Capt. James H. Carvin, Bermuda; Lieut. Col. Angm Sandell, Goose Bay; \(aj. Fritz \Veitzel,
tans of bombs a the enemy monthly
Organizational
Planning Officer for the Division; • laj. J. A. \fayo, from Division Headquarters; )[aj.
starting n~xt ~larch.
George F. Bryon, Do\\; 1st Lt. William S. O'Connor, Greenland; and \fnj. Ja1.:k E. Hor ley, Iceland. Stul)(Iing are 1st Lt. Samuel L. Hinson, Jr., Dow; Capt. \V. JI. Timhall, Manche.,ter; Capt. \V. \f. Pil,e, Prc.,que
"I fainted They brought me to.
Isle; Capt. Hugh W. Stephem, 139lst AAF BU; 1st Lt. Robert Allen, Dow; Capt. Bertram W. Ames, GanSo I fainted a"'ain."
der, Newfoundland (forn1erly of Dow); Capt. Samuel Vrablkk, Jr., Grenier; Capt. William B. Pugh, .Jr.,
"Why;>"
LaGuardia;
and 1st Lt. Lionel M. Goldberg, LaGu:1rdia.
"1bey brought me two more.''

Dow Talent Featured
At Army-Navy Ball
Sgt. Nat Diamond and Pfc. Arthur
·Johnson shared music.U honors with
their orc.:bc:stras. at the Army-Navy
Ball held last Thursday evening at the
Bangor Au<litociurn, while four other
Dow Field p<'rsonaHties added their
talents to that of four C'ivilian entcrt incrs. in the floor show sponsored by
Special Service.
Sgt. Ilcrhic Blinn, master of ccremouies. for the show, introduced Pfc.
IJon 1'.ing, ]'tc. Halph .'vtil!cr and Cpl.
John Gabriel, as well as Miss Lila
\\iillia111s, Ltp dam·cr, arid "The Three
Gt·n1s," a girl trio.
King. in his popular slap-happy
style, talkt·d his way into tlu· ftmuybones of the audi1·11cc; :-..rillcr, with his
guil.tr and illS corn, sang original
pamdiPs ancl tolcl old jokes; and
Gahrid, in the usual Gahrid way,
~.lH' ,lll 011tst,u1d1JJ r performance ill
nowlty drt1t11mi11g.
The band and entertainment personnd n1 t() he co11rnie11ded for having <lonakd llieir s1·rvices absolutely
fn·t• Im tlw hl'ndit of tlw 7th \Var
Loa11 Drive. Ov!'r 2000 people ,1gn·t'<l
tliat the 111usit: .llld /looi show \ as
"sup1 rh'

Baby a Whistling Prodigy
DE:\'VEH, Col. ( U.P )-One-year·
old 11-.w .Sanmc·I Parr is one of the
most !'11tl111siaslie wltislJ,.rs in South
Denver. III' starll·d his whlstli11g
wh1·11 only (i months old, nmC'h to the
s11rprisc of tliP c-l1ilcl psychologi:;ts in
th • rwighhorhood.
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NC(J Clubrooms
Q;pen Sunday Night
Although the NCO Club will be
out in full force at Branch Pond
on Sunday •night, their regular
club room at Dow Field will remain open to members. Music
will be available via juke box and
refreshments ·served until 11:45
p. m.

A Letter
to the Editor
Dear Editor:
I'd like to ask for the changing of
a rule which affects my gang, and
which, if changed, would help fill the
theater which is run by Special Serviec, your department.
Here's the deal. Our working hours
at the line have been changed so that
we must go to work at 4:30 instead of
five o'clock. If we dress up to go to
the movies in afternoon, we won't be
able to get to work on time, and besides that, many of the guys haven't
tl1e ambition to dr~ss in the afternoon
just ])('fore work anyhow, and being
onC> of them, I don't blame them.
Since most of the men going to the
show in the afternoon are black-eollar
nwn, who arc on second or third shift,
and since at training lectures at the
theater, fatigues arc in order, why
doesn·t it makl' sense to have afternoon shows with fatigues allowed?
It does to us, and we'd like to know
a reason if it doesn't make sense to
you.
Of course, we'd like to have the
shows start at two o'clock, if it could
be arranged, because that would give
us more time between movies and
work, and we could stay for long picturC>s, too .
'Ve're the guys for whom afternoon
movies were started. If they arc put
on so that we cannot get to them, then
yon might as well cut them out altogether. They have been successful in
th e past, we know, so how about it.
C an something be done?
Signed: Three Showloving Mechs.

A lad from Brooklyn turned up in
a mess hall in a Texas camp holding
the rattlers from a rattlesnake.
"Where'd you get 'em?" a KP
asked.
"Offa big woim ."

Prayer for Daclcly
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Aided by German Overseas Service,
Bill Fleming Improved Civilian Morale
Few men, in the history of the NAD, have been charged with
building the morale of the folks at home, and few, if they had
carried out such a mission, could have accomplished the good
which Pfc. William Fleming o~ Flight Control, in his spare time,

was able to perform. Stationed in*-- - - - - - - - - - - - - Gander, Newfoundland, Fleming was
the cause for bringing happiness to
the families of 200 American prisoners of war in Germany by the simple
and thoughtful act of writing to wives
or parents whose addresses were
broadcast by the German Overseas
•
Service beamed to America and the
North Atlantic.
Pfc. Fleming had been at Gander
for several months when he heard on
the German station, the name of a
man from his home state, Pennsyl'"ania. Writing to the Glen Lyons address given by the enemy, Fleming reeeived a warm thank you for his kindness, and is still corresponding with
the couple whom he helped. The former prisoner arrived home on 9 June.
A Spare Time Job
":\fore to occupy myself and to
have something to do than with too
much of an idea of helping anyone,''
as Fleming puts it, he· continued taking addresses and received messages
Pfc. William Fleming
fr .. m the people at home that told him
what a fine thin~ he was doing. l\!any
offered to send him gifts, but Fleming days, is not writing the letters he once
said:
j did, when his mail kept the Gander
"Since I'd need a request and • post office busy. Instead, Flight Conwasn't doing it to gain anything,
trol keeps him busy makmg progress
I had to refuse their offers."
reports on the planes flying for the
In all there were about 200 men A.TC.
Meanwhile, he dreams of
whose f~lks recei,·ed the first word of ci,·ilian life with his wife and 21h year
their capture from Bill Fleming, and old daughter living in Pittsburgh.
who continue to r~mC>mher him while
Fleming expects to meet someone
their loved ones are freed and arrive someday, who'll walk up to him and
home.
say:
Remembers Three
"You know, Bill, the other day
Fleming remembers three people I overheard an oldish lady talking
SHERRY SIJfS, niece of Pvt. Inez Campbell of Base Personnel, prays that particularly to whom he had written.
to a friend. And she mentioned
her daddy, with the 9th Air Force in Germany, may be coming home
The first was a California woman your name, and I want to know
soon. Sherry lives in Waterloo, Iowa.
what she meant. She said, 'I owe
whose son had been killed in the part of my happiness to ''Villiam
Marianas and the following week she Fleming and the German Over.
Glee Clubbers Sought
received word that the other was seas Service.'"
To Augment Quartet
missing in action. Three months later
she heard from Bill, who told her that
the second son was a prisoner of the
Now that the Dow F ield Q uartet
Germans. Recalling her letter, Flem- Americans Smuggle
has suc:cC>ssfully completed perform- ·
ing said:
Food From Canada
ances, Sgt. Herbie Blinn, director of
"She said that she was very glad
the four, is seeking men who want to
to hear her son was safe, and that
TORONTO- Large purchases by
join a glee club. Blinn has many Fred
she didn't know how she could United States citizens of meat and
Waring arrangements which he is
thank me for telling her. T hat other foods in Ontario border cities
anxious to try out, and invites all inmade me feel very good."
continued to be repor ted today despite
terested, whether good singers or not,
A woman in Mulberry, Illinois, had restrictions. In the Windsor area offi·
to sec him at the Special Service
seven sons in the service and five over- cials said smuggling was a major
Office, T-6.
seas. Fleming's message comforted problem.
bbem a great deal, for they'd been inAn embargo has been put on exformed that thejr son was missing in ports of meat and some rationed goods
action. A woman in Pittsburgh (Flem- in Windsor, and in recent weeks Royal
ing's home town) wrote, telling him Canadian Mounted Police have halted
that he could consider her house his United States citizens, seeking to take
second home.
home ten crates of eggs, $50 worth of
"You ' ll have to check wi th th e o ld
Busy at Flight Control
meat and $9 worth of soap, police remon."
But Pfc. William Fleming, these ports said today.

Army Adopts Policy
To Retire Officers

,.
fl

''J'm happy to announce, sir, that ALL resistance on
this island has stopped!"

W ASHI.\'GTON.:_ The War Department said recently that Army
officers who were eligible by age for
retirement, will be relieved of duty
by 31 Dec. except those deemed essential to the war effort or in special
positions.
The War Department said the exceptions to the general policy would
be made in the cases of general
officers upon speeific approval of tl1C
department "in each case where retl'ntion is deemed essential to the war
effort."
The Army said that "the cessation
of hostilities in Europe is a factor
permitting the adoption of the new
policy."
Tlw statutory age for retirement is
as follows:
For officers other than chaplains,
Medical Department professors at the
United States .l\1ilitary Academy and
gc·11eral officers, 60 years.
For brigadier generals of the line,

62.
For ohaplains, Medical Department
professors at Wes t Point and all gen- THE LE TTE R ABOVE, sent to Pfc. Fleming after he'd informed Clifford
eral officers except brigadier generals
Hopkins that his son Robert was a prisoner, is typical of the 200 anof the li ne, 64.
swers from grateful relatives he received while stationed at Gander.
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The question of how to remain in readiness
for any future eventualities has brought up the
su'bject of a peacetime draft all over again in
the council chambers and in the press of the
United States. In order to olbtain an idea of
what Dow Field personnel, who have service
in the Army, think of the compulsory training
plan, the question was asked:
"What are your chief reasons for favoring or
opposing compulsory military training in peacetime?"
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Cpl. Leon Tarien, editor ·of the year-old
"Mud"Gutter Gazette," answered:

"I am not in favor of comThe pattern of orientation at Dow Field falls
pulsory military training as I
into two classes, that of the well-known, travbelieve it would ibe adminiseled or versed lecturer whose remarks, because
tered. I don't think it adlvisof his experience, are listened to with attention;
able to devote an important
and that of the discussion leader chosen from
year of a person's life to strictamong his fellow soldiers, who, unfortunate1y,
"What d ifference does it make how we pair off?'
ly military discipline. If the
is sometimes incapable of ipresenting an interone year was coupled with an
estino- discussion not because ihe is stupid, but
education in humanity also, it
0
'
'
simply because he lacks the exp erience and abilmight be worth the effort."
ity in that particular line which separates h im
from the p olished lecturer.
f Sgt. Stanley Mikelk, I nformation and E ducaThe first, who needs no "compulsory" on the tion NCO, did not beat around t he bush. He
Catholic Chaplain
Protestant Chaplain
posters ·announcing his arrival, and who leaves stated:
Oa1>t. James T. Kilbride
Oapt. Edmund D. Viser
his audience thinking, needs no further discusTelephone Ext. 21a
"Pearl H arbor opened my
sion. Needless to say, t'hese men or women are
CATHOLIC
Sunday- In Base Chapel, :Masses at 0730 and 1100. Hospital Rec. Hall.
w elcomed whenever they can appear, and at- eyes. At that time I was one
Mass at 0945.
tentive audiences greet them each time they of the 130 million Americans
Daily- In Chapel, Masses at 0730.
Whose eyes were opened to the
speak.
·
Confessions Saturday night from 1930 to 2030 and before each Mass.
realization
that if we had had
PROTESTANT
The second class of orientation representative,
Sunday- In Chapel, Services at 1000. In Hospital Rec. Hall, Services
the discussion leader, often fails to satisfy his training then we would have
at 0900.
audiences, who, soldierlike, attend orientation been better off. I still feel as
JEWISH
I did then. I am decidedly in
simply because it is compulsory, and try either•
Friday- In Chapel, Services at 1900 by Bangor J-ewish Wellare Board.
to needle the speaker with difficult questions, favor of peacetime training."
or leave him pitifully alone to speak his pioce
and pass the hour away. That this type of or.ienSgt. Carleton Cummings, Chaplain's assistant,
answered:
Selected by Chaplain E. D. Viser
tation is a waste of time, no one will deny.
"I do not favor the plan. It
One of the finest tributes ever paid to a man was that made iby
Why do these men fail?
did not prevent this war, for John V Morely in his biography of Gladstone, Premier of Great
The first and most obvious answer is that
both the Germans and the Britain in the nineteenth century: "He hpt himself on the line
their audienoes are often far ahead of them he·
French had compulsory mili- of discovery." And he did. At the times when most men are satistary training. It did not save
•fled to sit in the comer and reminisce
cause the speakers either do not understand the
the
French.
I'm
sure
it
would
y
~bout the "good old days," Mr. Glad9Ubject or do not present it in the right way.
help to sta11t a rearmament 0 t S tripes OU
ant stone kept going. Ile was Prime MinSome speakers are not at all convinced of what
race. I believe that they are
ister when he was in his eighties.
they are sayin1g and the least argument can
trying to get the ~aw through
When a limited number of promoWe all begin on the line of discovnow because they -d on't 1believe tions are made it's natural that there's ery. I n earlY youth the magical storthrow them off.
· · ma kes every
it would pass in peacetime. I some griping from those remaininl! in age battery of curiosity
grade. Some of the griping is justified, day a new adventure and fresh deSocondlly, discussion leaders often state facts
don't believe Army life makes but none of it is justified to the atti- light. Then often we sink down into
at variance with popular belief or the press, ·and
a man either healthier or a tude of:
a lack-luster ~outine. A man in a story
make no attempt to prove them, leading those
better citizen. He should learn
"I didn't get a promotion, so to of 0. Henry's said of his town, "The
hell with everything; in the future trouble with this place is that everyin the audience to mistrust any statement made, these things in the home.''
I'm going to goof-off."
body in it goes to sleep when he gets
and to determine not to bother listening any
S/Sgt. Millard Meier, working in Squadron A
Dam few of us are in the Army be- to be a:bout twenty-five, and just
more.
orderly room, .replied:
cause we want to be. We're in it be- tosses around and snores the rest of
cause there's a war. It would be more his life."
Third, too many leaders, .b eing un,prepared.',
pleasant to aid the war effort while
The first name to be given to Chris"I think it is a good thing,
read their topics from the sheet provided. Most
wearing an additional stripe, just as it tianity was "The way." It states
soldiers know how to read, and want to hear because a year's training won't
would be more pleasant to aid it in a Christian discipleship in the right manhigh-paying civilian job.
from someone who "knows" Whereof he speaks. hurt anyone. The training
ner, in terms of motion. It keeps men
that the Army gives is good
There's nothing very fair about on the line of discovery.
Fourth, the program is compulsory.
war from beginning to end. To goofLast of all, by having orientation on the free preparation for civilian life.
There is the big enterprise of th
off isn't going to make the unfair sit- discovery of ourselves. Often me
time of the soldier, questions are stilled on the While men from all over the
uation end any quicker. (It might never discover their real selves or
lips of the inquisitive, who, like any normal country exchange ideas in the
make it last long enough so that those their real powers because they do not
service,
the
country
is
pre:.
,
.
_
..A
human 'b eing, wants to "get the hell home."
who want additional stripes more than put themselves in situations where the
pared for anything. The health ~A
the end of the war have a chance to best will be brought out. If we never
A GI audience is only as uninformedl as its
of the nation should rise due
receive them ) .
icleverest member and each one of the auditackle anything bigger or more excitto training."
Essential war workers who strike for ing than "feathering our own nest"
ence, too, has had experiences which may give
more pay arc considered pretty low we will never get anything more out
him knowledge equal to that po~sessed °?Y the
by the average soldier. The soldier
leader. No man likes to hear thmgs w'hi<:h he
Pvt. Doris Ramer, of Squadron G, opposed who only works because he might get of life than a "nest." And a "nest"
can be an awfully small place! Put
already knows. If one member of the aud1enc_e the plan. She said:
an additional stripe isn't a dam bit yourself into a job worth doing, one
'Tm against it. This is sup- better.
can tie the speaker in knots, then the latter is
that means something to a lot of peoposed to be a war to end wars,
all done as far as the rest of the men are conIf you feel you are getting a raw ple, and you will discover a bigger
and by training we're adrn.it- deal, take a look at the one-stripe self than you ever knew you had.
cerned.
ting
defeat and preparing to Marines and Infantrymen returning
Then there is the dwcovery of our
'What's the answer? Guest speakers, of course,
defend ourselves all over after three or four years of combat. world. Every man has, in a real way,
whenever they can be obtained. But more than
again. A large Navy and Air Or go up to the hospital and look at to be his own Columbus-he has to
that the realization by each discussion leader
Force composed of men who the returnees with more stripes- discover the world. We ought tu
that' his is a great privilege of doing good, and
widen the areas of our awareness so
volunteered
would solve the sewed on a single sleeve.
an honest effort to do that good or to step out
that we have a real knowledge of
problem, and if the Army ofwhat is happening, where the evil
in favor of someone else. Mr. Adler proved ~hat
fers good pay and worthwhile Now I lay me dov.n to snore
forces of the world are at work, and
an hour can be an informative period of time,
training, men won't have to be Insured for $.5,000 or more;
how they may be overcome.
and that 52 such hours would lay the ground~
forced to join. Compulsion is If I should die before I wake
Then there is the discovery of God.
work for a real knowledlge of the workings of
against all of the principles for :\iy wife would get her first real Prayer is one avenue to this discovery;
democracy. Gis want that knowledge. Is there
break.
doing Ced's will is another.
which we fought in this war.''
any reason why they should not have it?

The Line of Discovery
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Squadron 'G' Presents:

Cpl. Myra Harris of Base Library,
Always Well Groomed, Always Busy
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[ O~server Hodge-Podge Section!
ANYTHING GOES in this feature of the "Observer." Poetry,. drawings, photographs, fi.ction and fact will be
welcomed. Bring your stuff in to Building T-6 or send 1t to the Hodge-Podge Editor.

•

_A_H_a_n-le_y_
S-el-e-ct-i-on_ _ _ _ There's NoTelling

By Pfc. Constance Klink
She's one of the brand new corporals you are seeing around the base
this week. A small, trig figure; chic,
-·-----~
.
.
~~
perfectly groomed, and always, busyA gud de! haz bin sed, and wizly,
' that's Myra V. Harris, the gal from
to, a gud dele haz bin left unsed,
Elbert, Colorado, who is assistant base
abowt the meritz ov fonetic speling.
librarian.
]'\ evertheles, in repli to questyuns
Cpl. Harris arrived at Dow F ield
razd on the subject, we submit the
28 August 1944, immediately followfoloing articl for yuer inspectyun.
ing her basic training at Fort D es
Fonetics, acording to \Vebster, is
:\[oines, ':.owa. Attached to Special
the sienc ov sownds, espeshaly ov the
Service, she assists in the enrollment
l10oman voic. Now we ar not deleing
for the USAFI courses, and also
with the hooman Yois, I mene voic,
teaches the illiterate cl~sses every
but with the uc ov fonetlc speling in
'vtonday and Tuesday afternoons in
riteing and in awl that kind ov stuf.
Building T-6.
Do u folo us so far, hmmm. Bi the
Iler interest in these Americanizawae, that hmmm shud onli hav wun
tion courses was aroused when she
em. And what gud in wun em, whera.~
hrst arrived on the base because at
with ten em's u hav a gud dae's KP
that time the majority of the illiterate
groop, espeshaly if thae are al pfc's.
group was composed of Portuguese, f ..
So the next time u wish to rite a
Spanish and Mexican Gls. As a teachJeter, don't forget to uz this tipe of
er in civilian life, Cpl. Harris had
speling. In this wae, if the Jeter iz
taught in Arizona, where many of her
riten to a gerl, she wil not understand
p upils were Mexicans. There she
what u ar saeing and u won't get in
gained a knowledge of these peopletruble, and if it is riten to yuer draft
their habits and cus toms, and th eir
bard, nun of them wil get angry with
way of thought and expression. This, 1
u becawse u mite nede sum frends
combined with her knowledge of
after the war iz over.
Spanish , made h er an asset to these
Next weke th e discushun groop wil
Dow Field classes.
consider the prdblem ov p eple who
By Sgt. Joseph C. Cooper
don't like to werk, a mineor mater in
Cpl. H arris's civilian b ackground
Muoh, it seems, has was the perfect preparation for her
thez timze, but fol of potensheealitez
·,
happened during the pas t few days. various duties with ithe Special Service
for groop discushun. ( Ed. note: Any
..~.- ~. ·-~ : ,: l mistake in speling or punctuashun is
So muc'h, in fac t, th at it becomes in- Division. Holding a B.S. from the
creasingly difficult to recount the University of Colorado, an M.S. from
th e fawlt of the tipeseter. ( Typeset·::,, .•·: ·
: : '· ··
ter's note : AW, NUTS! )
varied experiences of our fellows. Colorado State College, she is also a
<
Some organization in the way of graduate dietitian of th e Colorado
gathering and releasing news must be General Hosptial. An instructor in
· " · :: : ·• : : 1
cllected immedi ately if we arc to _keep Chemistry, Science and Home Eco~; .~: <~.:- ~. '.J
abreast of the times. The Grapevine nomics, in civilian life, she t aught in
' , ; " "¥,.... ,,, . . ~ ~.. ..ill
Press is outmoded , but def.
high schools throughout Colorado,
.u~..;.:......,._·_,....'""·. ...,'~~~:,;;....::'
I go to sleep in a GI bed,
See ms that F /Sgt. South Dakota, Montana and Arizona.
On a GI pillow I rest my head;
My blankets, they are GI too,
Trott and T / Sgt. T oles went to OrLT.
PAUL
J.
HANLEY,
Assistant
Post
Engineering
Officer,
decided
that
Her hobbies are reading, sports,
r ington a few nights ago and spoke to swimming, fishing, mountain climbing,
he'd end competition for the prettiest )Pin-up once and for all by sub- Then GI sleep and dream of you.
an interesting and appreciative audi- music and dramatics.
mitting a picture of his fiancee, Lt. (i. g.) Gladys J. Ryder, N. N. C., A GI bugle wakes me up,
I drink coffee from a GI cup;
ence on the San Francisco ConferU. S. N. P., Pre-Flight School, Chapel Hill, No1'.h C~rolina . . Movie The
powdered eggs are GI too,
Myra has nothing <lefinitely planned
ence. Sgt. Chester C. Sutton, of the
stars may as well keep their pin-ups when we receive pictures like the But GI wish I were with you.
for her post war work. She said:
Orientation section, left for Projecone above.
Sitting on my GI bed
"Perhaps I'll teach as that is the
tionist school in Boston.
My GI hat upon my head;
GI
razor, GI comb,
field
in
which
I
am
best
prepared
The congratulatory
GI wish that l were home.
99% of American PWs
department discovered
th at Pfc. to earn a living. But if I do go
I go on GI bivouac,
Gabriel M. Watkins marched down back to my former profession, it Will Return from Germany
Equipped complete with GI pack;
the aisle a few days ago with a young will be to some school in the west.
Get GI blisters from a GI shoe,
But GI walk and think of you.
lady from Holyoke, Massachusetts, I like Maine very much, but the
WtASHINGTON
More
than
99
and that Sgt. and Mrs. Alvin Carter west is my first and last love."
If
I come down with GI ills
per cent of American PWs taken by
Lack of interest or the fact that the They
stuff me full of GI pills;
became parents yesterday morning of
Germany have survived and are men cannot readily contact one an- Ointments and drops are GI too,
a little baby girl. Our best wishes to
But
GI'
d heal just seeing you.
gradually
returning
home,
Amerian
Orientation Leader: Which is the
other to schedule matches, has reyou bath. Next, please.
Red Cross announces.
most
informed
nation
on
the
war,
the
I'll freeze in a GI hut in Nome
sulted
in
the
playing
of
only
six
of
The First Sergeant
roast in a GI shack in Rome;
The high percentage of returning the 28 scheduled games during the Or
I'll hear the GI rain tl»ere, too,
gently reminds us that nothing defi- United States or }apan?
Cpl.:
Japan.
first
two
weeks
of
t>he
Ping-pong
tourBut
GI'd rather hear from you.
prisoners,
the
Bed
Gross
said,
is
atnite in the way of picnics for t'he cur0. L.: Why do you say that?
tributable "in great part to the cor- ney. All players are being urged to I'm getting tired of GI drill,
rent season has been worked out yet.
Cpl.: They're nearer to the war rect observance by the American contact their rivals in order that the Of GI food, I've had my fill;
And the softball team reports that so
GI clothes I'm tired, too,
than we are.
Army of the Geneva convention."
tournament may be played as sched- Of
far they have suffered no defeats and
But GI'd never get tired of you.
uled,
and
the
winner
determined
as
that they intend to keep it that way.
At night my GI prayer I say
soon as possible.
That's the spirit, boys.
To win the GI war some day,
With two easy victories and no de- And when this GI war is through
Seems that Pfc.
This GI will return to you.
feats, Lt. Horn of AACS rates as high
Dell Rice has been unusually successGI
stands for "Government Issue"
man thus far in the tournament, even
ful at fi shing recently. The same is
my darling, GI miss you;
though any of the contestants, being And,
not true with Pfc. Theodore R. Street,
And GI wish you'd miss me too,
WEDNESDAY,
27
June
For
GI
love you,-GI do.
unknown
to
the
others,
may
pose
a
in spite of his elaborate preparations
Informal open house-use of all club facilities.
-Anon.
potential threat. Some of the entrants
for the season. Patience, however, is
.
THURSDAY, 28 June
signed up for the contest merely for
one of Street's virtues and all tjlings
Craft night-prang textile painting, shell jewelry-try your hand at the exercise, but the majority of the Sgt. Barton Calls Bangor
come to those who wait. (Or do
place cards with shell flowers.
15 engaged in play are out to take as "Paradise by Comparison"
they?)
FRIDAY, 29 June
many games as possible.
S/ Sgt. Alex H .
Photography class with Pfc. John MoNaught as instructor.
Caywood returned from New Jersey
When enough games have been
Sgt. George Barton, like most Dow
Movie, "Slightly Honorable," starring Pat O'Brien, Edward Arnold and
recentlv; Cpl. James Keeling returned
played, weekly standings will be pub- personnel who have moved out in the
Ruth
T
erry-the
year's
m
ost
exciting
and
different
murder
mystery!
from Washington (DC) , Pfc. Solomon
lished.
past few months, ended up in an
SATURDAY, 30 June
Brown returned from Virginia, ond
isolated island base, and from there
"Cheer a H ero Party," with dancing from 8:30 to 112. R<tdio broadcast
Pfc. Clarence Hawkins return ed from
he dashed off the following letter, givCorrection
Baltimore. They report extraordinarily at 10:15. Refreshments served on the roof "on the house." Enjoy that speing a bit of information aboufhis new
cial rhytl1m of Pfc. Arthur Johnson's orchestra!
warm weather and a helluva time. Incamp and the feelings of the boys
SUNDAY, 1 July
cidentally, Mrs. Keeling accompanied
In last week's promotion story, the overseas on the subject of Dow Field.
Breakfast
at
the
Club
after
church-or
read
the
Sunday
papers
in
our
her husband to DC and back. And
following names were. unintentionally Here is his letter:
Cpl. Leon Wilson expects Mrs. Wilson quiet lounges--0r plan a bicycle party, using the Club cameras.
"Hello Walsh and Gang:
Join in on our coffee hour at 4 p. m. Delfcious food provided by a omitted:
momentarily. That should boost the Bangor
"\Ve arrived 0.K. The censor won't
club.
NEW SERGEANTS
morale meter, huh Wilson?
Squadron F-Cpl. Albert E. Kor- let us say much about the place. HowCash prizes for our Sunday night quizz at 1 p. m .
Odd, isn't it, that
ever, it's not too bad a place. There
man and Cpl. Joseph A. Shue.
Community sing at 7:30, followed by a feature movie at 8:30.
three enlisted men in Military Perare
a number of boys from Dow here
MONDAY, 2 July
NEW CORPORALS
sonnel should suddenly don the title
so we feel at home.
Your
chance
to
learn
Contract
Bridge,
with
Miss
Evelyn
Goulette
as
Squadron
F-Pfc.
Emmett
H.
of "Mickey" ?
"Bangor and Dow Field are parainstructor. Duplicate Bridge in play, but list your reservation early in the Brady, Pfc. Charles P. Dana, Pfc.
dise by comparison.
day at the USO Club for table anangements.
Joseph F. Green, Jr., Pfc. Calvin E.
"We have a lot of fun trying to unSt. Peter: "Who's knocking on the
TUESDAY, 3 July
Lewis, Pfc. Philip G. McCullough,
derstand or talk to local boys. None
pearly gates?"
Bingo, with lucky hostesses for partners, not forgetting the eight cash Pfc. Andrew J. Schoendienst and Pfc.
of us get very far. As for thP, girls,
Gabriel: "Som Dow Field soldiers prizes! Try "Jitterbug Reeling" with the aid -0f the Juke Baxi New supply Howard D . Snyder.
they will never have to worry about
want to get .in."
of art materials for our Servicemen and women artists!
Cpl. Harold B. Walbey and Cpl. faithful husbands. The girls are mighty
St. Peter: "Oh, well, let 'em in.
WEDNESDAY, 4 July
Harry P. Woodson, who made ser- few and not worth a second look.
They'll want a transfer in three
Fourth of July special dancing party-Sgt. Herbie IB1inn's orchestra, geant in Squadron E, were classified
Best to all,
months."
floor show, cabaret style-<lon't miss itl
under Squadron F.
George Barton."

What Will Happen

Squadron E

,

1

'· ·."..

j
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., A GI Poem

Lack of Interest Dulls
Ping-Pong Tourney

News of Bangor USO
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40,000 Attend Dow Field Open House
Every Minute Filled With Activity
From I p. m. Opening to End of Ball

What D'You
Know, Joe?
Q. Before induction, I took a
federal civil service exam. Now I
understand that veterans are entitled
to a 5-point credit in the federal
civil service. When I am discharged,
and become a vet, can I get those 5
points added to my score on the
exam?
A. Yes, provided the list of eligibles for the job you're trying to get
is still in existence.

By a Staff Writer

Nearly 40,000 people attended the big Ainborne Attack Show
and Open House held last Thursday, according to Pulblic Relations Officers of the big Troop Carrier Command show. Radio
and newspaper estimates varied between 30,000 and 40,000-;but
all we know is that there were a lot of people here, and that it was one•
big day. From the time the gates
opened at one o'clock, through the
$20,000 lobster dinner, to the last
notes at the big Army-. 'a"y ball,
e\ ery minute was £lied with activity.
The Airborne Attack Show, even
without the much ad\'ertised Paratroop Attack, was a whale of a perform,mce. Dow Field's connection
witl1 the magnificent achievements of
the TCC was highlighted by Lieut.
Cd!. Edward F. Tindall, in his welcome spe<'ch. when he said:
Calley • :I. "E
"We are particularly proud of
this demonstration, because Dow
Field played an important role in
the Airborne attacks on Europe.
Many hundreds of the C-47 Skytrains passed through Dow Field
in 1944, bound for Europe over
the routes of the North Atlantic
Division of the ATC. These C-47s
carried our airborne troops on
some of their most spectacular and LT. COL. Edward F. Tindell, Comsuccessful missions.
manding Officer of Dow Field,
'Thousands '.of combat planes
speaking briefly to the gathering
have passed through Dow Field
in front of the hangar just before
on the way to the combat theathe Airborne show began.
ters in England, France, Africa,
Italy, India and China. Now,
ly, and the officers, enlisted men
many of these planes are redeand civilian personnel who worked
ploying through Dow Field again
so hard to put this whole program
across."
-most of them war-weary bombers which have done more than
Interesting features of the show
their share in the war, and each
were the visit of the Navy Blimp from
one brings back a full load of ~1assac:husetts, which cruised over the
American airmen. Thousands of
field for an hour; the buzz jobs perground troops are now being flown formed by Navy fighters from Brunsback by the Air Transport Com- wick; the fine performance of Priorimand, at the rate of 50,000 men
ties and Traffic and Operations, which
per month, when the movement carried on their normal work under
reaches its peak.
exceeding difficulties; the Air Evacua"I would like to take this option demonstration by Major Howard
portunity to thank the men whose
Allen and his Medic personnel; the
hard work made this fine show bonafide departure of evacuees in a
and Open House possib1e, the
C-47; the arrival of a C-54 with litter
members of the Bangor Junior
patients right after the show was over;
Chamber of Commerce, the office
the arrival during the show of 28 warand supervisory personnel in the
wearies from Europe, giving the audi7th \Var Loan office, the newsence a whale of a thrill; the Penobpapers and radio stations who
scot Indians and their war dance for
publicized the affair so generous- the Bond Drive right after the show-

I

Q. I am being discharged on that
over-40 regulation. Do I get my
mustering-out pay?
A. Yes.

Q. I am married and have two
children. If I am killed in action,
could my wife who is 28 years old
wah·e my insurance and. hold out
for a pension?
A. She would be entitled to both.
In your case, the pension would be
$78 a month, $.50 for your widow,
$15 for the. first child, and $13 for
the second. If you are carrying $IO,OOO in insurance, she would also
receive monthly checks for $55.51
for 20 years.
Q. I was inducted in California,
although my ·home is in Ohio. Will
I haw to go to California to cash
in on the' GI Bill of Hights?
A. No. The GI Bill is federal and
not slate legislation.
Q. I was a PW at Christmas time
and never got the presents my family sent me. Some of them were
pretty valuable. \Vhat to do?
A. They should have been marked
"Prisoner of War,"' and returned to
the sender. If they were not, sender
should obtain Form 1510 from the
post office and file claim.
LINED UP at the door of a C-46, civilians wait their turn to enter and
look around. Most Gis were hesitant about entering, probably figuring that the "big boid" would take off for more northern climes once
they were inside. The crowds continued to queue up for a glimpse of
the interior most of the afternoon, and came out satisfied with what
they saw.
there were too many interesqpg features to describe.
Personnel Commended
Captain Mcrwyu Davis, flying
Liaison Officer for the entire Airbcirne
Show, and !st Lieut. A. C. Thompson,
Public Relations Officer, were commended for ha,•ing done good work
by Lieut. Col. Edward F. Tindall.

Congratulations on the show as a
whole were tendered by Colonel
James Briggs, Deputy Commander of
the North Atlantic Division; Brigadier
General George M. Carter, Adjutant
General of the State of Maine; Colonel
Howard \V. Ne ·tcr, representing Major
General Sherman Miles of the First
Service Command;
and
Colonel
Charles L. Stephenson, liaison officer
of the First Service Command.
Particularly noteworthy was the fine
way in which traffic was handled,
with orchids to Captain Glenn McInery, l'ro\·ost Marshal, and 2nd
Lieut. John Thompson, Assistant
Provost Marshal. Assisted hy a large
group of a1natcur MPs, they did an
exceptional job of handling traffic,
with the result that otH' hour after the
show was over, the bas<• was clearccl
oF traffic. They receh-cd fine cooperation from BaBgor and Stale Police.
Operations Prnised
Orchids arc also clue \lajor Barnie
.\kEntirl', Jr., Director of Operations,
for tlw smooth running opl'ration along
the flight lin<'. \Vith morl' problems
th;m .1 dog has fleas, :\fajor :\kE11tin·
k<·pt opc1-.1tions functio11i11g al top
dficicncy all afl!'rnoon. \fojor John
S. Hushing, Dir('tlor of l'<•rso11nl'l and
Ad111iuistr.1ti\ e S('rviccs; Li('ul. Col.
D;I\ id 11. Bullon rh, Director of Supply
•Hid S<Tviccs; ,llld C.1pt,ti11 Eric Forn ster, Director of Prioriti1·s and Traf.
fi('; all cl!'S!'rV(' pl<'nty of cn·clit for the
fine exhibits ,rnd dl'tnonstralions put
on by tht ir \',1rious divisons. In tlw
final analysis, howl'v<·r, th(' tnost tredit
of all goes to the Cls and ci\'ilian employtl'S who worked so h:trd to put
thP whol" affair over, to rnak<· 011r
gnesls fr<'! al honl<', and lo make the
Open Ir ousc a Sl!CCl'SS.
"In all of the citic in which we
have pl:tycd," said Lieut. Col. KcnPART OF THE CROWD of 40,000 which came out to Dow Field to witness the Airborne show and find out nf'th llolhf'rt, CO of the Airhornf'
what makes the ATC tick. Most of the crowd gath ered near the runways (upper right) to watch the C-47s Show, "we have ne\'cr found 11ch
and 46s of the Troop Carrier Command, but a good many were interested in seeing the C-46 and the C-54 outstanding coop!'ration a W<' have
at right center. Personnel of the medical detachment demonstrated methods of moving wounded to and received at Dow Field. I am proml
from the stretcher-bearing Skymaster.
to visit uch a fine ha e, with such

Q. My dad is raising hell to get
me to take out a family allowance
payable to him so that he can save
$.'50 a month for me . I get little
enough as it is. Can he get the
Army to make me come across?
A. Family allowances are paid to
Class B dependents (parents, grnndparents, etc.) only when the EM
OK's the allotment. The EM's consent is not required in the case of
Class A dependents (wives and children).

I

wonderful help and cooperation from
everyone concerned."
Dinner a Success
The $20,000 lobster dinner was a
success, attended by well over 200
people. Over 2000 civilians soldiers
~ailors, and their girl fril'nds,' attended
the big Army-'favy Ball at the Municipal Auditorium. \Vith attractive decorations worked out hy the Bangor
Junior Chamber of Commerce, with
soft lights and everything that goes
with it, and with an atmosph<"r<' nf
color such as has never been sec·n helore in Bangor, the party was a huge

•

.a '

Sl!Cl'l'SS.
'at Diamond and his Acl's, :md Pfc co
\rthur Johnson and his Hhythmaircs,
provid!'cl some of llw finest rr111sic: ever
lwarcl hy Dow Fi!•ld pPrso1111cl. A floor
show, a1mo11nc!•d hy Sl'r rpant I krhic
Blinn as .\fC, f<'alur!'d Lila \Villiarns,
l'fr. Donald King, Pfc. Halph :\filler,
Corporal fohn11i!• Cahrid, and the
Thr ·e C!·m~. ll!'anliful Bangor girl
trio. All of Llw alrnve donat<·cl tlil'ir
"·n ic<•s for Lill' 7th \Var Lo1111 Dri\'c .
Tlw Crancl \fard1 al the Ball was
Jc.cl hy 13ri).(aclicr Cc11<•ral Ccorg<' .\f.
Carter, Adjutant C!'rH•ral of .\f.1i11c,
an<! :\1rs. Carl<'r; .ind Color!('] llowarcl \V .• <'Sl<'r of the I st Service Command, and :\ frs. <"Ster.
All in .di, JnrH' 2.lst wa~ a hig clay.

A hoy and girl were out driving.
They came lo a quiet ·'POt on a
co1111lry road ancl th · ('ar stopped.
"Out of gas," tl"' hoy s-.1id.
The girl 01>< m·d her pur e and
pnllPcl out a fla,k.
"\Vow!" exclaimed the hoy. "What
is it?"
"Ca oline," r ·plied the girL
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0ldest Son of
Gen. Fritz Dies

PHOTOQUIZ
Prepared

I

by

the Editors of LOOK Magazine

When in trouble, Durante calls on friend:

(a) Yehudi
(b) lnko-dinko-doo

(c) Umbriogo
(d)Gorry Moore

·2

New n;ght fighter with a deadly sting,
(a) Block Spider
(c) Shooting Star
f_b) Block Widow
(d) Ascender

MANCHESTER, N. H.~Law
rence G. Fritz, Jr., 18, oldest son
of Brigadier General and Mrs.
Lawrence G. Fritz, died recently
at the Grenier Field Hospital after
an illness of five months duration.
The son of the Commanding
General of the North Atlantic Division of the Air Transport Command was born in Dearborn,
Michigan, and had lived in Kansas City, Missouri, and Washington prior to coming to Manchester. Besides his parents he is survived by two brothers, James and
John, and a sister, Mary ~th
Fritz. Funeral services were held
at the Bowers Funeral Home in
Marine City, Michigan.
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CigarSmoking,BoomingVoiced Quinn
Knownas 'Great White Father' atQM
"Mike" Quinn, whose official title is Administrative Assistant of
Base Quartermaster, keeps a guiding hand on all activities of this
Division and is often referred to unofficially as "The Great White
Father." Mike has worked at the Base for the past three years

and his ever-present cigar and boom-~
ing voice haYe , become standard
equipment at the QM office.
When asked about his job, "Modest
:Mike" says, "Oh, I watch over the
eplployee relations and welfare of our
office personnel." SoundS' very simple
but his job actually required a lot of
careful planning. He's responsible to
!!he Station Quartermaster for the coordination of the various sections including Property, Procurement, Salvage and Reclamation, Laundry and
the Commissary Section. ~s immediate supervisor of approximately 65
civilians and 70 enlisted men, :Mike
arranges the schedules so that everybody has a day off once in awhile.
Previous Experience
A long time employee of Uncle
Sam, having worked under three departments of the Government within
(From N. Y. Times)
the last ten years. He was Educational
OKINAWA-Out here in Oinawa Advisor for a C.C.C. supply company
where this week we won our great- under the Department of Interior and
est victory hut paid the highest price also a Clerk in the Procurement Divi"Mike" Quinn of Q~f
for any island° yet taken in the Pa- ~ion of the Treasury Department for
cific war the soldiers and marines several years. Previous to his transfer
who fought the action, and with to Dow Field, Mike was Administrawhom this correspondent has talked, tive Assistant in the Forestry Servic_y
believe that several truths are self- which comes under the Agricultural
evident from any reading of the Department.
eighty-two-day record of this camWhile working as Branch Manager
paign.
for the Goodyear Tire Company, Mike Dear Editor:
After seeing all of the returnees at
These, in the order of their im- spent three years in Brazil and also
traveled considernbly in Cuba, Mexico, Dow Field from the CBI, I often wonportance, are:
(1) The war with Japan may well and the We~t Indies. Of the many der why, at our orientation classes, we
last for years, instead of months as fascinating places he visited in his continue to hear guys reading from
some optimists hope. However soon travels, Mike remembers Natal ra. a papers who often don't understand
it is won, the cost in life blood and sleepy little coastal town in Brazil, what they're reading, but worse still,
which is now the headquarters for <;me make little or no attempt to put it
money will be high.
across. Sure, some of the guys are
(2) Final Yictory over the Japanese of the largest American ATC bases.
Bowling and softball rate high on okay, but you know as well as I do
can be achieved only by ground action. Large-scale bombing and fleet his list of sports and he's been presi- that when guys like Margolin and
action unquestionably will reduce dent of the Dow Field Bowling Adler talk to the men, no one is fidgeting around or reading a paper on the
the enemy's power of resistance, they League for the past two years.
At the present time, Mike lives with side. Those guys were good, and
believe, but when his soldiers and
sailors hole up in caves, as they did his wife and four children in GI Vil- everybody knew it.
So how about trying out some of
on this island, they can he flushed !age and occasionally takes a jaunt to
out and killed only by foot soldiers the old home town-Newton, Massa- these returnees from China. Maybe
supported by tank and flamethrow~
they can't speak too well, !nit they
ers.
Death Claims Rise 250% know what the/re talking about an)!J
(3) There is virtually no evidence,
how, and if my case is any example,
\VASHINGTON - Death claims the men who listen will get more insoldiers and Marines have told me,
that the will to resist of the average against the National Service Life In- formation from the real ~fcCoy in 5
individual Japanese soldier is weak- surance written for service men have minutes than in an hour from the boys
ening. The record number of pris- passed $2,000,000,000, with a 250 with the papers. Besides that, when
oners taken in the final days of this per cent increase in claims reported in \Ve ask them questions, they won't
campaign can be considered only a t'he last eight months, the Veterans have to look up the answer, they'll
minor gain for our psychological Administration has announced.
know it, and they'll know all of the
To the beginning of last week, ap- angles, too. That's what I want, bewarfare efforts when it is measured
death
claims
numbered cause if I wish to find out some paper
against the unabated fanaticism with proved
which the enemy fought.
37,264, or a total of $2,005,695,861 work, I can read "Time" or go to the
There are too many crosses in in the face value of policies, Brig. movies. Give them a chance. I'm for
the seven divisional cemeteries on Gen. Frank T. Hines, the veterans' it, and I'm just wondering about how
Okinawa for anyone to say that administrator, said. From enactment the rest of the guys here feel.
disposing of the Japanese is a one- of the National Service Life Insurance
Signed: Hungry for Knowledge.
handed job requiring only a 50 per Law in October, 1940, to l~t Oct. 1,
only
87,340
death
claims
had
been
apcent home-front effort, now that
proved for payment.
First Cow: "What do you think
Germany is out of the way.
As of Monday, 18 June, 17,627,500 of the new hired man?"
applications for the Federal insurance
Second Cow: "I think he's an awhad been approved, for insurance ful jerk!"
Polygamy is denned as trying to
totaling $136,242;286,000. The averget more out of life than there is
age policy is slightly more than $9,200.
in it.
Observer Reporter: I'm sorry, chief,
I used to bully the office boy
but we won't have a very good paper
this week
Poor little Benjamin Howe,
Chief: Why not?
But ne,·er again will I yell at Ben,
The k.id is a colonel now.
Reporter: I lost the scissors.

Japan, Like Okinawa
Will Cost High Price

Ji/}~~(fc

4 Each gold stnpe is awarded Gl's
(o) bottle wounds
le) a campaign
(b} 6 monlhs' overseas service

(d) heroism

A Reader Wants
Returnees to Speak

5

•

The unseen ployer moves in o game ot:

(a) backgammon
(b) gin rummy

(c) checkers
(d) cheu

6

'

Her picture decorates o:

(a) I-cent stomp
(b) War Bond

{c) $5 bill
(d) hunting license

?-

8

Minus rhe curls and dimples, rei;ognizo:

{a) Baby Snooks
(b) Shirley Temple'

9 The medical corp" symbol is called the,'
(o) oesculopius
(c} cobra
(b) scalpel
{d) caduceus

(c) Motgoret O'Brien
{d) Jane Withers

10 Stepping lightly on her shapely legs is,
(o) Marlene Dietrich
(c) Rita Hayworth
{b} Mae West
(d) Betty Grable

PHOTOQUIZ ANSWERS
·•1qoJ!) All•B (p)
-Ol "na>npo> (Pl-6 1·•1dwa1 ~"i'?~S (q)-g'-,011 (o)-L ·dwo1s 1u•>·t (0)-9 ·m~> (p)-s
'9>?AJM <OOIJOAO "~jUOW 9 (ql-17 ·n1n1 (q)-c 'l9·d 'MOP'.M ~>OJB (q)-l: ·o6opqwn (>)-1

4.S

CHEW ME!\IBER of the "Nine 0
•'inc," on a Dow Field runway,
points to a crease made by a German 88 mm shell in the chin turret of the Fortress. The plane's
record, (•vcn with near calamities
such as this, includes 140 consecutive combat missions without a
turnhnck despite weather, enemy
action, and mechanical trouble.
Once it ran out of gas after unloading on the target. The plane
outlasted six crews, flew two diversionary missions to snafu enemy
radar, and flew three missions to
rescue pri~oncrs of war. The Nine
0
inc, an 8th Air Force plane,
spent 11 month at Dow Field in
1!)42 with the 9lst Bombardment
Group.

"No, Horwath. You've misunderstood the idea entirely."
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So Round, So Firm

THE DOW FIELD QUARTET, altet practicing many noon hours on its
spare time, is able to give a creditable performance \V-herever it may
appear. So far the USO daims the distinction of being its best audience, and here the boys blend the product of their musical tonsils in
one melodious chord. Left to right, Sgt. Carleton Cummings, Chaplain's assistant, Cpl. Black of the Commissary, Cpl. Osmon, who works
as a mechanic, and T /Sgt. McKitrick, crew chief on .the line.

Squadron(

U. S. Soldiers in China
Little Used in Combat
CHUNGKING, China-Headquarters of Lieut. Gen. Albert C. Wedemeyer, United States commander in
China, gave some details recently of
the acth·ities of American ground
forces in China.
American forces, the announcement emphasized, are not primarily
combat troops. They are at present
engaged principally in training Chinese soldiers in the use of modem
weapons an.d equipment and in keeping open the lines of supply.
"On the other hand, these United
States troops are not rear echelon
soldiers, for they go into action with
Chinese units that they have traineJ,
sen ing in an ad\·isory capacity," the
announcement said. "But th•' actual
gronnd fighting in China is being
done, for the present, at least, by
Chinese troops."

·' I'M AH:'..AID
Ml55 L.AC£ JG
6ETT/N6 50RS
OF WAr;?. WEARY

The balmy June breezes have encouraged our picnic minded men to
such a degree that an enthusiastic
committee is busily making preparations for the big affair to take place
next Sunday, 1 July at Pushaw Pond.
We're all looking forward to a
weather forecast of rain by our local
meteorologists to insure the day being
a perfect one. Announcements regarding transportation schedules will
be posted, so watch for them. The
proposed menu will include (with
luck) Maine lobster, roast chicken,
potato salad, relishes, and plenty of
nectar from the brown kegs.
Hidden away almost shyly on the
base of the trees in front of T-30 are
the pretty colored packages that once
contained seeds for zinnias and nasturtiums. "Nature Lover," in the form
of Pfc. Emert has gone all out in an
attempt to beautify the front of the
shack. Warning is hereby issued to
those who mow the lawn to be careful
not to cut down the flowers.
Two top kicks in one week must be
a record of some sort, but in the ATC
anything can happen (and usually
does.) We were all sorry to see Shanley leave. And then before Sgt. Engle
had a chance to get his feet wet he
was off. to OCS. By way of latrine
rumor it would seem that l/Sgt Bryon
of the Troop Commander's office is
headed this way. If this is true let's
all give him full cooperation and make
him feel right at home. Provided, of
course, that he stays for more than 3
days.
Our first inspection by Lt. Colonel
Tindall is bnt a short ten days off. It
would behoove us all to start perking
up and preening the barracks.

I

1
Squadron 8 j Gls Prefer Class

Sgt. S. J. Westock
From Sgt. Jack May, Overseer of
D.R.O.'s at General Mess, and through
the Air Inspector's Office, we learned
the re,1son why you have been directed to a specific table dming messhours. Regulations state that G.I.s will
be seated at clean tables only, so, by
following the directions of your
D.R.O. you will not only eat in a
cleaner atmosphere but may save on
cleaning expense. One more thing. It
isn't unusual when a couple of 2legged chow-hounds dash through the
door leading into the mess hall at
breakneck speed, but when 5 dogs
crash the gate AHEAD of the GI line,
Sgt . .\fay thought something should be
said about the animals that perspire
through their pants. "I wish the boys
would cooperate and help us keep all
animals out of the mess hall," he said.
"It is unsanitary and creates a hazard
whene\'er food is dropped on the
floor. Besides, a regulation is in effect, making us responsible for keeping a;;imals out of the mess hall at all
times."
While all of us may not concede that by picking up a starving dog and making him prosperous he won't bite you ... as man
does . . • you can feel confident
that none of the dogs on Dow
Field are starving!
Movement of traffic and parking of
cars during the Airborne Show fell to
Capt. Horvath, Capt. Mclnery, Lt.
Thompson and Lt. Doran. Helping
them and the regular MPs who put
in a long stretch and stand that day,
were several chairatroopers from this
Squadron, who were assigned as "auxiliary" MPs -to teach the drivers of
vehicles that the longest way round
was the shortest way home. T /Sgt.•
Garbo,
Sgts. Fried11off, Tucker,
Scherer; Cpls. Brown, Carolus, KingsIey; Pfc.'s Garcia, Kicklighter and
Wilson ... didn't have whistles while
they worked but they were all good
natured about their chair-less assignment.
Oddities Gleaned and Beamed: Cpl.
"Tempus Frigit" SUZAN ... now plying his wares and cares in Transport
Operations . . . SGT. RALPH W.
AUSTIN, Jr . . . . just returned from
ETO and a·ssigned to his squadron ...
PFC. JOE TODD . . . cutting up a
watermelon at the main gate which
he ate at 8 ... S/SGT .. ROBERT
HARRIS . . . back from Greenland
after "Icing It Out" for 21h months
... S/SGT. JOHN D. VINEYARD in
a short-wave talk-fest with SGT. AUGUST SHANER, who is stationed in
Newfoundland ... While cleaning the
area around his bunk, SGT. EICHENBRENNER found a Class "A" pass
belonging to CPL. WILLIAM "BARLEYCORN" HA YES, who says he is
looking for a job as lifeguard with
the Consolidated Pool . . . S/SGT.
THOMAS B. GIL.\10RE ... married
while on furlough and expects to lay
down the law to his wife and accept
all the amendments.
According tci Sgt. James Corcoran, the latest figure to become
a floor-walker and father of a newborn baby is T /Sgt. Roy G. Dattman. "Duddy" Dattman is said to

or Workshop

I & E Questionaire Reveals

Most Gls and gals prefer study with a group or practical experience in a workshop to individual study, according to answers
given on the I & E questionnaire filled out by Base personnel last
month. Accounting, Bookkeeping, Business Law, Typing, Psyhave gone through the "usual"
ordeal . . . while waiting for the
stork to tip-toe through the window with his first, a baby daughter named Karen-Marie, who will,
in time, first be taught to talk,
and then spanked for not being
silent?
Whereas, several men in the squadron have "neglected" their Physical
Training and Orientation, the CO has
instructed S/Sgt. Schmidt and Sgt.
Trombley to warn all delinquents not
to bother to come in for their passes
if they didn't make an effort to improve their future score. A word to
the wise should be weighed and not
counted ... !!
Pfc. Bert Kelly, most soughtafter bachelor among us, receives
anywhere from 25 to 50 phone
calls per month from gals who believe he is burning with love and
will some day make a fuel of himsell!
Believing in breath control, no garlic will be planted in the Dow Field
Victory Garden this season. About
1500 cabbage plants were just added
to the collection of vegetables. Captain Zitnick and Lt. Nay, under whose
supervision several chairmen from
Embarkation & Debarkation are learning how to raise something besides
their hat, have practically convinced
the "GI" farm-hands that the best way
to raise cabbage isn't with a knife and
fork. Only trouble with planting is
that by the time your back gets used
to it your enthusiasm is gone!

2nd Lt.: "Private, what did you do
before you came here?"
Pvt.: "Accounting. I kept books."
2nd Lt. (sneering): "White collar
job, eh? Mending pages, dusting
de!iks and sharpening pencils, I suppose."
Pvt.: "No, we kept an old 2nd Lt.
for those chores."

• chology, Public Speaking, Languages,
Carpentry, Music, Auto and Airplane
Mechanics, Air Conditioning, Electricity and Hadio were the subjects
most desired by those questioned.
The study of Geogi;aphy, Poetry,
Parliamentary Procedure, Metalry,
Printing, Chemurgy, General Science
and Geology were low on tJ1e list of
preferences.
Subjects like City Government,
Sociology, Health Education, and
Salesmanship were added to the list
by individuals interested in these subjects, while everyone expressed a desire for information regarding the
stndy of at least one snbject listed on
the questionnaire, and each subject
had someone interested in it.
Many Qualified to Teach
•
According to their answers, many
persons were qualified to teach certain
subjects and indicated an interest in
teaching them to GI pupils. Hobbies
covered a wide range of subjects, reflecting tJ1e different sections of the
country from whkh Dow personnel
are drawn, as well as varied education.
Library Well Attended
personnel who live on the
hase, according to the questionnaire,
visited the library one or several times
a week. Few additions were requested
for the library, and many spoke with
satisfaction on the number and variety
of books obtainable there. Records of
dance orchestras, light classics, and
folk songs were listed in the requests
for music, though several emphasized
the fact that the library should be a
quiet place, with no music.
Classes Planned
The results of the questionnaire are
being studied with a view to the opening of _practical classes in those subjects most desired. Tentative pla.
call for free classes, with texts pr
vided for the students. It is hope
that the funds will bc> made available
to pay qualified teachers.
Mo~t
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WEDNESDAY, 27 June-MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS (revival in tochnicolor) with Judy Garland, Margaret O'Brien and Mary Astor. Also
"Bands Across the Sea," a Melody Master Bands Feature.
THURSDAY & FRIDAY, 28 & 29 June-111IRILL OF A ROM&'\'CE, with
Van Johnson: Esther Williams and Lauritz Melchior. Also "~fovietone
News."
SATURDAY, 30 June-HITCHHIKE TO HAPPINESS, with Al Pierce and
Dale Evans. Also "What, No Cigarettes?" with Edgar Kennedy, and
"Community Sing # 13."
SUNDAY & MONDAY, 1 & 2 July-OHRiISTMAS IN C0\.11\1EJOI1IOUT,
with Barbara Stanwyck, Dennis Morgan and Sydney Greenstreet. Also
"Movietone 'ews."
TUESDAY, 3 July-TIIE CIIEATER:S, with Joseph Schildkraut and Billie
Burke. Also "Popular Scie11cc," and "Ilatful of Dreams," a puppetoon.
WEDNESDAY, 4 July-TWO O'CLOCK COURAGE, with Tom Coll\• .
and Ann Rul'hcrfo.~<L Also "ConC'?, Island Honeymoon," "Tee Tric
a portscope, and B1rthd.1y Party, a Little L11lu cartoon.

